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Abstract
The present study is part of a research project Gaining Additional Urban Space (GAUS) aiming at inventorying the avaliable open spaces in urban environments, and
providing flexible multi-criteria spatial decision support system for their development. The method is based on VHR optical satellite data: QuickBird and IKONOS. The case
study involces three study areas: Berlin, Istanbul, and Ruhr Area. Object-based image analysis is applied to map land cover and land use and to derive metrics describing
urban form and inner-urban structure on multiple scales. The workflow has been standardized and leads to comparable results across different test sites and datasets. In
intersection with available GIS and local ancillary data, the outputs of the image analysis serve as input for a MC-SDSS. Flexible MC-SDSS tool has been created by using
C# programming language. Users can change their weights and parameters with this tool for their different study areas. Urban planners can use final suitability maps of
this tool. Thus complex decisions are supported by numerical calculation and spatial visualization in order to come to objective solutions. This work contributes to
integration between remote sensing methods and applied urban planning.
Fast developing mega-cities are important areas to analyze
for this kind of projects. To develop and test methodology of
this work different mega-cities (İstanbul, Berlin and Bochum)
have been chosen as study areas (Figure 1). The application
design was built up simultaneously for Berlin and Istanbul;
afterwards it will be evaluated by applying it to Bochum.
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Object based classification approach is used for LCLU specifications, which has many advantages comparing to pixel
based classification approach. Transferable rule sets of object based classification approach work with decision
trees, which can create some rules and class descriptions for classification process. In addition, users can export
classification results as a “shp” files to use in GIS applications. Users can add many different class related features
to class hierarchy to define thematic classes. Before classification, selection of appropriate satellite imagery and
pre-processing steps are managed according to tests. QuickBird imagery has been chosen for image analysis, which
has 0.6m panchromatic resolution. Both using LCLU classification results, process-based ruleset detects potential
open spaces for urban development (Figure 2). Evaluation of these potential open spaces have been carried out by
a C# application named GauSmart.

For valuation of detected open spaces, a new
flexible C# application named GauSmart has
been developed (Figure 4). Flexibility of this
tool can be described as a flexible data input
systematic. Analysis of this tool can be
summarized as distance, intersection and
buffer analysis. Developed application is a
flexible tool for valuation of open spaces for
urban planning. Four different suitability maps
can be produced with this application with
modifiable parameters. (Figure 3). Also users
can extract these maps as vector shape files
for using in GIS.
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Conclusion
In this study, multi-criteria spatial decision support system has been developed for evaluation of open spaces for urban planning. GauSmart application has been
designed and tested for valuation of open spaces. Open spaces detected by using transferable process-based image analysis has been used as an input data for MCSDSS analysis. Parameters and weights have been determined by help of urban planners as an input data of MC-SDSS. According to growth in population and urban
areas, smart growth issue is remarkable problem nowadays and for the purpose of not being caused more serious problems, some precautions need to be taken into
considerations. This developed tool aims to produce logical and meaningful decision-making processes for smart growth of cities.

